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Topics

- Why Governance and Why Now?
- Characteristics of Architecture Governance
- Strategic Elements
  - Architectural Principles
  - Architecture Board
  - Architecture Compliance
- Architecture Governance Infusion Process
“Governance” versus “Management”

- Governance is concerned with decision making (i.e., setting directions, establishing standards and principles, and prioritizing investments)
- Management is concerned with execution (i.e., how the actions resulting from decisions are executed)

Growing relevance of software architectures is new and needs to be formalized

- Executive forum necessary for planning and oversight of ground software architecture development
- Will help insure effective introduction, implementation, and evolution of software architectures within the organization

Breaking down of existing stovepipes and moving toward business agility

- New ground system architectures need to be “composable” to meet broad spectrum of customer needs (large and small)
- Growing body of value-added team collaboration—Program Offices, Line Organizations, CIO Office
Architecture governance is the practice and orientation by which enterprise architectures and other architectures are managed and controlled at an enterprise-wide level

It is characterized by:

- Implementing a system of controls over the creation and monitoring of all architectural components and activities, to ensure the effective introduction, implementation, and evolution of architectures within the organization
- Implementing a system to ensure compliance with internal and external standards and regulatory obligations
- Establishing processes that support effective management of the above processes within agreed parameters
- Developing practices that ensure accountability to a clearly identified stakeholder community—both inside and outside the organization
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Strategic Elements*

- A comprehensive set of **Architectural Principles** should be established, to guide, inform and support the way in which an organization sets about fulfilling its mission through the use of information technology.

- A cross-organizational **Architecture Board** must be established with the backing of top management to oversee the implementation of the architecture governance strategy.

- An **Architecture Compliance** strategy should be adopted—specific measures (more than just a statement of policy) to ensure compliance with the architecture, including project impact assessments, a formal architecture compliance review process, and possibly including the involvement of the architecture team in product procurement.

Architectural principles are a subset of IT Principles that relate to architecture work

Architectural principles can be divided into principles that govern the architecture process and principles that govern the implementation of the architecture

These principles (or tenets) can be mapped into a set of core technical areas in which

- a roadmap for how capabilities can become compliant with the architecture can be provided, and
- an objective measure of the capability’s current state can be assessed
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Architecture Board

- **Purpose**
  - Insure proposed ground software architectures benefit the Program(s), line or implementing organizations (Technical Divisions), and customer/user base

- **Scope**
  - Board should be comprised of ground software domain experts with line and programmatic (local) responsibility
  - Should also include members that have enterprise-wide (global) responsibility (e.g., CIO, DCIO, IT CTO)
Objectives:
- Measure of how well an implementation conforms to key architectural and technical characteristics
- Helps provide an evolutionary roadmap and guide funding decisions

Areas of Compliance (example):
- Common Information Models
- Common Access Mechanisms
- Display Technology
- Common Display Look/Feel
- Cross Platform Support (Portability)
- Software Reuse
- Modularity
- Scalability
- Reliability
- Service Quality/Accountability
- Composability
- Deployability
- Security
- Storage
- Workflow
- Common Application Platform
- Network Utilization (adapts to directed or changes in network QoS)
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Architecture Governance Infusion Process*

Key Characteristics:
- Information Models
- Access Mechanism
- Use of Common Services
- Visualization Techniques
- Common Look/Feel
- Cross-platform Support
- Software Pattern Reuse

measured by:

Compliance Criteria:
Distinct ranges of adoption & related metrics or assessment techniques

Capabilities Requirements

Program

Architecture

Has

Desired Level of Compliance (element or system level)

Drives

System Requirements

Enterprise Goals & Business Cases
- mission needs
- strategic capabilities
- product lifecycle
- target deployments
- security posture
- available budget

Services

Reusable Components

Processes & Standards

Development Teams

produce

Detailed Design

Design Review & Impl Plans

Implementation

Acceptance Testing

Evaluate

Evaluate
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Summary

- **Architecture Governance** is the practice and orientation by which enterprise architectures and other architectures are managed and controlled at an enterprise-wide level.

- **Key strategic elements** include: 1) establishment of a cross-organizational Architecture Board, 2) a comprehensive set of Architectural Principles, and 3) an adoption of an Architecture Compliance strategy.

- **Architecture Governance** will help insure effective introduction, implementation, and evolution of software architectures within the organization, including ground system architectures.

- **Essential to achieving operationally responsive ground systems**.
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Backup
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Hierarchies of Governance*

- **Architecture governance typically operates within a hierarchy of governance structures:**
  - Corporate Governance
  - Technology Governance
  - Information Technology (IT) Governance
  - Architecture Governance

- **Each can have distinct domains with own disciplines and processes**

- **Each may exist at multiple geographic levels—global, regional, and local—within the overall enterprise**

## Architecture Governance

### Architectural Principles Template*

| Name | Should both represent the essence of the rule as well as be easy to remember. Specific technology platforms should not be mentioned in the name or statement of a principle. Avoid ambiguous words in the Name and in the Statement such as: “support,” “open,” “consider,” and for lack of good measure the word “avoid,” itself, be careful with “manage(ment)”, and look for unnecessary adjectives and adverbs (fluff). |
| Statement | Should succinctly and unambiguously communicate the fundamental rule. For the most part, the principles statements for managing information are similar from one organization to the next. It is vital that the principles statement be unambiguous. |
| Rationale | Should highlight the business benefits of adhering to the principle, using business terminology. Point to the similarity of information and technology principles to the principles governing business operations. Also describe the relationship to other principles, and the intentions regarding a balanced interpretation. Describe situations where one principle would be given precedence or carry more weight than another for making a decision. |
| Implications | Should highlight the requirements, both for the business and IT, for carrying out the principle - in terms of resources, costs and activities/tasks. It will often be apparent that current systems, standards, or practices would be incongruent with the principle upon adoption. The impact to the business and consequences of adopting a principle should be clearly stated. The reader should readily discern the answer to “How does this affect me?” It is important not to oversimplify, trivialize, or judge the merit of the impact. Some of the implications will be identified as potential impacts only, and may be speculative rather than fully analyzed. |

4. **Security**: Secure Federal information against unauthorized access.

**Rationale**: The Federal Government must be aware of security breaches and data compromise and the impact of these events. Appropriate security monitoring and planning, including an analysis of risks and contingencies and the implementation of appropriate contingency plans must be completed to prevent unauthorized access to Federal information. Information security must be ensured and increased, commensurate with increased access to Federal information.

**Implications**: Protecting systems from spies, terrorists, and hackers requires considerable effort and costs. The business unit manager, where each system is implemented, must take responsibility for security measures and contingency plans as required by Presidential Decision Directive-63 (PDD-63), *Critical Infrastructure Protection*.

 adjoining
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**Architecture Board Charter* (1/2)**

- **Operational & Programmatic Responsibilities**
  - Insure consistency between sub-architectures (AMMOS and DSN)
  - Insure flexibility of architecture
    - to meet changing business needs
    - to leverage new technologies
  - Improve maturity level of architecture discipline within organization
  - Ensure discipline of architecture-based development is adopted
  - Provide basis for all decision making with regard to changes to the architectures
  - Support visible escalation capability for out-of-bounds decisions

- **Governance Responsibilities**
  - Produce usable governance material and activities
  - Determine which aspects of the architecture should be applied to particular capabilities and areas

* Full scope and charter to be documented during inaugural meeting
Governance Responsibilities (cont’d)

- Review suitability of proposed service components of candidate capability areas to determine right level of granularity and identify any issues with respect to common services and COTS variants
- Establish and maintain link between implementation of the architecture, architectural strategy and objectives embodied in the architecture, and strategic objectives reflecting business drivers
- Assess levels of compliance to measure how well an implementation meets the intent of the architectural characteristics defined for specified target architecture

Additional Responsibilities

- Provide mechanism for formal acceptance and approval of architecture through consensus and authorized publication
- Provide fundamental control mechanism for ensuring effective implementation of the architecture
- Identify divergence from the architecture and planning activities for realignment through dispensations or policy updates
**Approach** allows us to determine the level of compliance required for an individual system based on its needed characteristics as well as organizational goals.

**Since levels are clearly associated with required capabilities, we can readily understand the impact of a waiver or need to support a new capability, e.g., if the system can only support a level 2 security capability, how will that impact the security of the enterprise?**
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#### Security Compliance Matrix (example)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 0 (none)</th>
<th>Application utilizes no authentication or authorization mechanism. Application is available and gives identical rights to all users able to access the platform.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 1 (application specific)</td>
<td>Application authenticates users &amp; controls what individual users can do. Application may provide its own identity and/or authorization capabilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2 (platform security)</td>
<td>Application delegates responsibility for authentication and control over what a user can do to the underlying operating system. Operating System (platform) provides identity services (logons), and authorization services (groups, ACLs, etc.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3 (external source)</td>
<td>Application uses non-DISA supported external system as source of authentication and authorization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 4 (uses local Security Services)</td>
<td>Application uses DISA-provided security service to authenticate and authorize all access.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Compliance Matrix** provides a mechanism for mapping organizational goals and roadmaps onto the set of requirements. It allows us to think about these issues in a cross system context (vs on a case-by-case basis).
- Can also be used to measure where we are as well as define where we’d like to be.